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Challenges
• The “trial and error” reinforcement learning methods take a long time (a few 

days to several months) to learn, and have difficulties of transferring from 

simulation environments to real world.  [DDPG, Lillicrap and et al. 2016]

• It is not acceptable for continuous learning errors/accidents in a real 

environment (such as autonomous driving).  [Automotive Safety Integrity 
Level (SAIL)]

• Driving control based on accurate physical model requires time-consuming 
and laborious system control parameters’ calibration.

• End to end deep learning has interpretability  and generalization issues [Does 
computer vision matter for action, Zhou and et al. 2019]

• Learning from the operator/human requires the use of computationally 
expensive anti-reinforcing learning. In addition, people may not be able to 

provide the best strategy for certain tasks. [Imitation from observation, Liu and 
et al. 2018]



System Overview

Create initial control commands and 

constraints based on the first principles 

and observation of the environment

Improve the control commands via 

Intelligent constrained RL

Execute commands and observe the 

feedback

Learned first principles (e.g. the manifestations of 

dynamics/kinematics models)  via knowledge base 

accumulation and inferences

Determine next target (such as position, 

trajectory, speed, etc.)

Online learn environmental constraints 

and predict the motion of obstacles, 

other moving objects, etc.

Enrich and update the knowledge-

base based on feedback



Intelligent Constrained RL
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Experiments

Learning following lane in TORCS simulation environment. Left: Before the 

learning; Right: After the learning  (less than an hour of leaning, speed 70km/h).





Following lane in real road: transfer the learned knowledge base from the simulation environment to the

real car, and achieved fast transfer learning (smooth driving in its first try, speed of 45km/h).



Summary

We proposed an efficient, continuous, and safe first 
principles-based constrained self-learning to solve the 
following challenges in autonomous driving: 

• Shorten the learning time; 

• Learn online safely; 

• Avoid complete system control parameters’ calibration; 

• Use transfer learning to deal with unlearned or unseen scenarios .


